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CHANCELLOR D. B. VARNER, Presiding:-

T he Invocation will be given by
FATHER FRANCIS T. STACK

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Charter Class, lVIembers of the Faculty,
Members of the Board of Trustees, and distinguished guests. Today, with
this convocation, we are writing both the closing words of Chapter I and the
beginning words of Chapter II in what promises to be one of the nation's
most exciting educational adventures.

To review for you each page of the chapter we are closing would be
inappropriate. Yet at this convocation, committed to the purpose of making
ready for the work of tomorrow, it would be equally inappropriate if we did
not identify for you some of the highlights of this development. Beyond the
simple identification of important events as they have occurred, we are fortu
nate to have as our special guests almost all those who have been responsible
for what we are and hope to be.

As you must know, this university had its origin in one of the most
courageous acts with which I have had any familiarity in my lifetime. It is
not easy to give away one's Iife's accumulation, yet here we have witnessed
a deed of generosity not often exceeded in America's educational record. This
has been the story of wealth accumulated in the traditional American frame
work of competitive free enterprise, and the story of the return of a large
share of this wealth to serve the community from which it came. For those
who cry out for the preservation of our American ideals, I submit this decision
of the Wilsons as a kind of positive action designed to achieve just this.

To the members of this charter class, to our faculty, and to our guests,
I should like to introduce those responsible for the founding of this institution,
i\Ir. and Mrs. Alfred G. Wilson.

(Mr. and Mrs. Wilson rose to acknowledge their introduction.)

Also with us today is a real pioneer of this community and this county
and a person equally dedicated - both in personal contribution and philosophy
to the establishment of this new university. Some five years ago, Miss Sarah
Van Hoosen Jones, after serving for twelve years on the governing board of
Michigan State University, gave to the University her beautiful 365-acre
farm located five miles north east of where we are today. It, too, was a
courageous act since it represented the yielding of a homestead which had
been in the Van Hoosen family for more than 100 years.

Miss Jones, we have told you many times of our gratitude, but today we
would like for you to stand and let this group express its appreciation for your
generosity.

(Miss Jones rose to acknowledge her introduction.)

The decision to accept these generous gifts was, of course, a simple one.
Far more significant, however, was the decision to accept the responsibility
which accompanied the gifts. It "vas not merely a matter of saying a simple
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"Thank you" to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and Miss Jones, but a far-reaching
commitment to the citizens of this area and everywhere that from this gift
should in fact rise a new institution - one which could measure up to the
potential symbolized by the magnificence of the gifts. This decision could
be made at but one point - the Board of Trustees of lVlichigan State U ni
versity. For their courage, their faith, and their commitment, we shall all 
forever - be indebted.

We are pleased to have with us today most of the members of the
Board of Trustees, and I should like to present them individually. Dr.
Connor Smith, Chairman of the Board of Trustees; Mr. Clark Brody, a
member of the Board of Trustees for 38 years; Mr. Arthur Rouse; M r.
C. Allen Harlan; Mr. Don Stevens; Mr. Jan Vanderploeg; and Mr. Lynn
Bartlett, Superintendent of Public Instruction.

(The Board of Trustees rose to acknowledge their introduction.)

To begin a new university is an experience which is infrequent to say
the least. It is all the more unusual to begin with the freedom to plan and in
novate as we have been given here. Our Board of Trustees has said literally,
"Don't be bound by tradition - build a new university which encompasses
as many of the good new ideas as can be identified."

With this mission, and with public interest in education at an all-time
high, it seemed only natural for us to seek the counsel of an interested and
enlightened group of citizens in the community. A group of 50 was selected,
representing a wide variety of interests - leaders in industry, labor, business,
banking, publishing, and education. Their enthusiasm for their role has re
sulted in the establishment of a permanent organization, known as the
lVlichigan State University Oakland Foundation, with the purpose of pro
moting the development of this new institution. Their counsel has been
invaluable, their support, both moral and financial, has been a source of
continuing encouragement. In recognition of their role, the Board of Trustees
of Michigan State University has voted to name the first building in their
honor, and it shall be known as Foundation Hall. Because of their vital role
in this institution - past, present and future - I am sure that you
students will welcome an opportunity to meet them. It is my pleasure to
present the members of the iVi ichigan State University Oakland Foundation
with 1\1r. Harold Fitzgerald, Publisher of the Pontiac Press, serving as their
President.

(The members of Michigan State University Oakland Foundation
rose to acknowledge their introduction.)

There is another group which has served without fanfare but which has
played a vital role in the shaping of this new program. This is a group from
Michigan State University at East Lansing. This includes the deans and
the other administrative officers of the University, the curriculum study
committee, the invaluable group which has handled the essential but un
glamorous details of purchasing, architectural counseling, food services con
sulting, and countless other matters. To this group, let us say this - you
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have been tolerant, patient, helpful - and we are grateful. Will all of you
from the East Lansing campus please rise so that we may express to you our
appreciation?

(The group rose to acknowledge their introduction.)

From each of the invited groups here today, there has come a special
contribution. It is difficult to judge which has given the most crucial aid.
With complete confidence, however, I can say that without the active support
of this next group we would not be here today. Plagued, beleaguered and
harassed with the accumulation of yesterday's problems, the Governor and
the members of the Legislature might have been forgiven if they had ignored
the needs for tomorrow. To their credit, let it be recognized, however, that
they did not lose sight of the growing need to provide adequately for higher
education in this State. We appreciate their confidence, and we shall do our
very best to prove worthy of their support. I should like to introduce to you
now the members of the lHichigan Legislature from Oakland and lVLacomb
Counties who have played such a vital role in the launching of this new
institution.

(The Legislative group rose to acknowledge their introduction.)

With us today is another group which has given generously of their time,
their counsel and their support. Because of their importance to the community
and to this development and, since we have such an unusual opportunity for
developing a set of mutually rewarding experiments involving the high schools
and this university, we invited them to be here for this historic occasion. We
are glad to have many of the superintendents of the public schools in Oakland
and l\1acomb Counties with us this morning, and I should like to present them
as a group now.

(The group rose to acknowledge their introduction.)

During the past fifteen years, Michigan State University has grown from
a relatively unknown land-grant college to a major university.

It has enjoyed phenomenal growth in virtually every major field of know
ledge and its educational programs have been expanded on a world-wide basis
so that it now has more of its staff members rendering an educational service in
foreign lands than any university in the world. It is universally recognized
by those familiar with the institution that this great record of achieve
ment must be attributed to the leadership of a single person - its President.
Among his attributes are two which in my judgment have stood out - he
has never been bound by the traditions of the past, and he refuses to believe
that worthwhile objectives cannot be achieved. His is a mastery of the art of
the possible.

I t is a simple statement of fact when I say to you that he is responsible
more than any other single person for the transformation of the gift of the
Wilsons and the dream it embodied into the reality of today. It is my honor to
present to you - members of this charter class, and guests - a great American
citizen and educational statesman, the President of Michigan State University
and Michigan State University Oakland, Dr. John A. Hannah.
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CONVOCATION ADDRESS

By PRESIDENT JOHN A. HANNAH

MSUO

FIRST ANNUAL CONVOCATION

September 17, 1959

Chancellor Varner, President Hamilton, Members of the Faculty, and
students: I t is more than the usual polite commonplace to say that I am very
happy to be here today and to participate in this, the opening convocation of
Michigan State University Oakland. Like everyone here, I have looked for
ward to the day when this new college became a reality, transmuted from
what was only a dream three years ago.

The recollection is a very vivid one of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred G. Wilson
coming to the campus at East Lansing to indicate their interest in giving their
beloved lVleadow Brook Estate as a site for this new center of culture and

learning. So, too, are the recollections of the many meetings with the leaders
of this community at which they exhibited their enthusiasm and pledged their
support, the many planning sessions that were held, the seminars with dis
tinguished leaders in education, business, and industry at which the courses of
study began to take form, the ground-breaking ceremonies, and many other
events in the fast-paced development of :Michigan State University Oakland.

N ow all of the preliminaries are behind us; today we take our first step
into the history of Michigan State University Oakland.

As we take that step, we would do less than we should if we failed to pay
tribute to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson for their great generosity in giving not only
their beautiful estate, but also the funds with which Foundation Hall was
constructed. They are in truth the real founders of this new college, and we
could dedicate this new college to no better purpose than to the making of
contributions to society comparable to their contributions to its establishment.

Many others - Sarah Van Hoosen Jones, Harold Fitzgerald, and
James Zeder, and all of the members of the Advisory Committee - deserve
our sincere thanks and appreciation for their parts in bringing MSUO into
existence. Their contributions have varied in form, but are alike in that they
express confidence in the idea being brought to reality today, and in higher
education as an effective instrument of service to the people of this community,
this state, this nation, and the world. These have been the hardy adventurers
who have cleared the way and laid the first foundations upon which we now
must build.

Today the major responsibility passes to Chancellor Varner, to the
Faculty, to the administrative staff, and to the students themselves. It is you
who by the quality of your leadership, example, and application will determine
whether the bright promise will be realized; whether the glowing predictions
will be justified; whether, in short, Michigan State University Oakland will
live up to its advance notices.
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This is a formidable challenge, for the advance notices have been good.
But it is not a discouraging task, for the assets are great. In Chancellor
Varner, you have a leader of experience, imagination, courage, and real dedi
cation to the cause of education. The administrative staff is highly experi
enced; and it, too, has enthusiasm and dedication. The faculty is exceptional
in its youth, vigor, and professional qualifications. The student body is note
worthy for the excellence of its preparation but perhaps more for its courage
in accepting the challenge of a totally new situation and its desire to be a
part of a new adventure in higher education.

It is to you students - our prospective first alumni - that these brief
remarks are addressed primarily. You are the first of what will be a swelling
flow of young people seeking here the educational experiences which are coming
to be considered an essential for those who will be the leaders of our society
in the future.

Time was when America could afford to have relatively few of her

capable young people undergo the experience of higher education and let
the many go with their promise unfulfilled. That time has long since passed.
We can no longer afford such a prodigal waste of human resources, and our
efforts now must be in the direction of seeing that every young person receives
as much education as he can profitably use.

I would remind you students that because you are the fi rst of the
thousands who will follow, you will set standards, establish precedents,
originate traditions - in short, help to set the tone of Michigan State U ni
versity Oakland. Because you are in this unique position, it seems fair to call
upon you for effort commensurate with the importance of the circumstances
in which you find yourselves. If you choose, you can establish a standard for
true excellence; nothing less would be worthy of those who have made this
institution possible, those who will be working with you as your instructors,
and those who hold such high hopes for this college of which one day you will
be the first alumni.

But as you go about establishing your standards and traditions here, I
would have you remember that you are the inheritors of a glorious legacy,
the influence of which you could not avoid even if you would.

Part of that legacy comes to you from Michigan State University, itself
an honored pioneer in higher education. As many of you know, the University
at East Lansing was the forerunner and the first of the land-grant colleges
and universities which have made such a great contribution to American
higher education. The basic philosophy of the early land-grant colleges has
become the basic pattern for all of education in America.

In brief, that contribution was the opening of the doors of educational
opportunities to young people from all walks of life instead of to the privi
leged few, a broadening of the fields of study to include all of the useful
activities of mankind, and the studied application of the accumulated know
ledge of the past to the solution of the everyday problems of living people.
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The land-grant colleges brought higher education in America down from
the ivory tower and out from behind the ivied walls and placed it in elbow
to-elbow contact with ordinary people. They offered a new kind of higher
education, combining the liberal and practical, to the American people, and
the acceptance was so overwhelming that it changed the whole course of
higher education in this country, and indeed the history of the nation itself.

In this tradition you begin your work at Michigan State University
Oakland, and it is a tradition in which you may rightfully be proud.

Much has been said of the strong emphasis to be placed on the liberal
arts of :\lichigan State University Oakland. In the strict sense, this is no
innovation, for the liberal tradition is an ancient one, the benefits of which
have been enjoyed by countless generations of students before you. What we
have planned for you here is a refreshingly different combination of courses
to prepare you to live in a world far different from the world your grand
parents knew, and far different from the ancient world which saw the first
beginnings of the liberal tradition.

Sir Eric Ashby, the eminent British educator, made a pertinent comment
recently when he pointed out that what is needed in the world today is a
revision of the idea of a liberal education. The Oxford Dictionary, he re
minds us, defines liberal education as education fit for a gentleman. That is
still an acceptable definition, he contends; it is the idea of a gentleman which
has changed.

What was good, sound education a century or five centuries ago is
absurdly inadequate for 1959, or for 1979 when you students will be near
the peak of your efficiency and productivity. Here at MSUO we are attempt
ing to give effect to what some of the best minds in the country think is a
sound revision of the definition of a good education - science, technology,
and the liberal and humanistic studies in a new combination to meet the
demands of today's world and tomorrow's world.

All of this suggests that while we improvise and innovate, we actually
deal only with things on the periphery of an unchanging central purpose.
Education as it was in the academies of ancient Greece and in the universities

of Western Europe, and education as it is in the colleges and universities of
modern America are alike in being dedicated to the central purpose - the
preparation of young people to live useful and satisfying lives. The specifica
tions are being rewritten constantly, but the objective remains the same.

But this view of education, while wholly valid, leaves us dissatisfied. It
is too objective in that it takes the viewpoint of society as a whole, whereas the
same liberal tradition of which we speak demands that we give equal or
greater weight to the interest of the individual. How is he served by. educa
tion? What objectives should he have in mind when he undertakes the search
for knowledge under the guidance of learned masters? Does education have
a central, unchanging purpose?
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To those reared in the Western tradition with its strong Jewish-Christian
undertones, the words of Anna Brownell Jameson are particularly appropriate.
I recommend them to you as a sort of personal motto on objectives. Here is
what she said:

"The true purpose of education is to cherish and unfold the seed

of immortality already sown within us; to, develop, to their fullest

extent, the capacities of every kind with which the God who made us
has endowed us."

This, I believe, is what you should seek from education: The opportunity
to develop to their fullest extent the capacities with which God has endowed
you. If you accept this premise, then nothing less than the very best you can
do will be good enough.

Giving this opportunity to you, and extending it to those who follow,
is the high and noble purpose to which this new venture in education is de
voutly dedicated. We invite you to share this devotion and dedication, for
your own sakes, for the good of your .fellow men, and in hope of creating a
better world for all.

On behalf of l\1ichigan State University - the parent, the sponsor, the
godmother of l\1ichigan State University Oakland - its Board of Trustees,
its faculty, its students, its alumni, its friends scattered all over the world,
we dedicate this new institution for your use and for the service of this
community, the state, our nation, and the world. We wish for it success and
achievement equal to our high hopes.

- Chancellor Varner

You have now met most of the key figures in the conception and develop
ment of Michigan State University Oakland. There is one, however, whom
we have literally brought back for this occasion. We asked him to join us
today partially because of his early and important role in shaping the
character of this institution, but also because he is one of the nation's leading
young educational administrators. From the first discussions of this program,
he had played a vital role. At one stage, he had the official responsibility for
this new institution in addition to serving as Academic Vice President at
Michigan State University; throughout he has served as a valued consultant
and personal advisor. It was the loss of the State of l\tlichigan in general and
of Michigan State University in particular when he left us i'n mid-summer,
but it was for the State of New York a great gain. On this occasion, I can
think of no one whom I would rather introduce than our guest sp~aker, one
of the principal architects of this program and one of my warmest personal
friends, the President of the State University of New York, Dr. Thomas H.
Hamilton.
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY OAKLAND
September 17, 1959

Remarks by
THOMAS H. HAMILTON

To say that r am happy to be here today would be to understate the
case. Part of this stems, of course, from a delight in returning to Michigan
to see my friends. But my enthusiasm runs deeper than this. We are today
ceremonializing one of the most important and exciting ventures in higher
education in the United States in recent times. Here, if ever, there is an
opportunity for a fresh start - a chance to choose wisely from that which
time and experience has proved valid and to clear away the rubbish of super
ficiality which certainly clings with at least the tenacity of ivy to many older
universities. Here, too, is the opportunity to devise the new, to be bold, to
be imaginative. You, the students, the faculty, the administration, and the
entire community should feel fortunate in being able to participate in an
enterprise characterized by both intellectual excitement and great promise.

Yet, in spite of the fact that this ceremony formally gets the first college
year of this new institution underway, in spite of the fact that at the moment
newness and a clean slate are the symbols of Michigan State University
Oakland, you even now have a history and a tradition. As r view this tradi
tion in embryo, it would seem to me that, if the graduates of this new center
of learning display its elements, certainly the labor which has gone and will go
into this enterprise will not have been in vain. For a student educated in this
tradition would have four principal characteristics. He would be generous.
He would be responsible. He would be courageous. He would be wise.

r t is clear that the principal symbols of generosity in your new tradition
are the figures of ]VIr. and Mrs. Alfred Wilson. To them r would express
not only my personal admiration, but the admiration of all connected with this
institution, this community, this society. They have demonstrated in their
beneficence an understanding of the fact that the justification for the accumu
lation of wealth is the advancement of the good, not the acquisitive, society.
But a listing of the exponents of this characteristic of generosity in your young
history does not stop with Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, great as their contribution
has been. Leaders in this community in every field - business, labor, agricul
ture, education, public services - have given of their time, means, and wisdom
that this institution might come into being.

The second facet of this tradition is that of responsibility. This has
been exhibited by many who have had to do with the designing of this en
deavor. r t was characteristic of President Hannah, Chancellor Varner, the
Board of Trustees, and those who worked with them as they surveyed this
locale and recognized that there was here the need for an institution of higher
learning which responsible officials of a state university dedicated to responding
to the needs of citizens should meet. This sense of responsibility was also
exhibited by the Michigan Legislature. They, too, saw that here was an area
of the State which must have for its youth educational opportunity equal to
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at this institution will enjoy, learn from and profit by non-intellectual actIvI
ties. I recognize full well the beneficial results of socializing influences when
properly directed. But there are other institutions in our society which are
dedicated to the achievement of those kinds of goals. A university makes a
basic mistake when it tries to treat all things as being of equal importance to
its own nature. The university must not try to be a substitute for the family,
the home, the church, social organizations, and rec!-eational groups, valuable
as these may be. The reason that society in the last analysis supports and
nurtures universities is because of the fundamental commitment that society
must have institutions the major purpose of which is the preservation of the
knowledge of the past, the discovery of new knowledge, and the dissemination
of both. If this premise is kept ever in the minds of all connected with this
institution, then I have no fear of the various attempts to devise new ways in
which this three-fold function of the university can be better realized.

Let me turn now my attention to the students. I think that I have in
dicated that a good deal has gone before you. It now becomes incumbent on
you to determine your responsibility in the matter. And I would here first
emphasize that you must recognize that nothing of significance in the last
analysis was ever taught by anyone but only learned. If you approach your
experience here with the attitude that, while you have no real objection to
being present you will be entirely passive leaving to the faculty the responsi
bility of teaching you if they dare, then I can assure you that nothing much
will come of your presence here for four years other than it may keep you out
of inclement weather. Learning is a positive, active, exciting enterprise in
which the teacher can, at the very most, provide the best possible conditions
for the student to learn. Should you assume that yours is a passive and not an
active role, almost all that has gone into the building of this institution will
be for naught.

Having, then, identified what seems to me should be your attitude
toward the learning process itself, let me turn my attention to what I think
should be in your minds as you consider for what you should be educated.
Let me set you r minds at ease by saying that I cannot agree with those who
lament the fact that many of you are here to learn certain skills which will
later enable you to make a living. There is nothing wrong with this, provided
the skills that you need are of a sufficiently complex, intellectual nature to
warrant the turning of a university's resources tc their teaching. Nor, in
spite of some critics' statements, is student interest in vocational prepara
tion solely a modern phenomenon. When Henry Adams asked one of his
Harvard students what he could do with the education he was receiving, the"
quick reply was, "The degree of Harvard College is worth money to me in
Chicago." Learning to do the world's work is a perfectly respectable and valid
objective. Furthermore, the distinctions so frequently made between special
education and general or liberal education or between vocational education
and cultural education don't, it seems to me, in the last analysis stand up very
well. I would quote with approval T. S. Eliot's comment that: "The distinc
tion between vocational and cultural education is of little use: apart from
the disadvantage that vocational is apt to connote merely a salary and a pen
sion, and cultural to connote an education for leisure which is either a refined
hedonism or a skill to practice harmless hobbies."
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Having said this, however, I must immediately point out that you \yill
make a grievous error if your only concern is for the acquisition of skills
designed to make your livelihood. In the first place, I would guess that you
are sufficiently inexperienced not to know with certainty what skills would be
appropriate in this connection. It is now common-place for leading practi
tioners in business, industry, agriculture, engineering, medicine, and all of the
other pursuits of life to recognize that most frequently the failure of indi
viduals in these vocations is a product, not of any inadequacy in the professional
or vocational phase of their educational experience, but rather in the inability
to practice those intellectual skills which we have come to think of in connec
tion with liberal education.

You must learn to come to terms with yourself as a man and as a
citizen before you become overly concerned with your skills as an engineer,
as a physician or as a businessman. This, then, means that you must learn
a great deal, both in terms of content and skills which may seem to you to be
unrelated to the development of your vocational competence. You must know
something of the nature of not only your own society, but others as well.
You must know the past to have some recognition of how we got where we
now are. You must understand the nature of science, both as an intellectual
process and as a body of knowledge. Perhaps most important of all, you must
learn to read an'd understand material of complexity and to express yourselves
in writing and speaking on matters of some profundity with clarity and taste
and style. You cannot ignore the great creative works to which our culture is
heir - in music, in art, in sculpture, in architecture and in literature. These
you must learn, not because you are going to be an engineer or a physician or
a businessman, but rather because you are a human being. These are fields of
study and intellectual skills which experience has indicated are proper for all
men regardless of calling.

"We who say, then, that we believe in democracy cannot content our
selves with virtual education any more than we can with virtual representa
tion. We have not the option of deciding for ourselves whether or not we
shall be liberal artists, because we are committed to the proposition that all
men shall be free. We cannot admit that ordinary people cannot have a
good education, because we cannot agree that democracy must involve a de
gradation of the human ideal. Anything less than the effort to help every
body get the best education necessarily implies that some cannot achieve in
their own measure our human ideal. We cannot concede that the conquest
of nature, the conquest of drudgery, and the conquest of political power must
lead in combination to triviality in education and hence in all the other
occupations of life. The aim of education is wisdom, and each must have the
chance to become as wise as he can." I

I have suggested, then, that this area of liberal education is essential to
your development because it is, among other things, that education particularly
appropriate to man as man. But more than that is here involved.

Almost as far back as we have written record, it is apparent that men of
wisdom and reflective capacities were aware that he who ruled must have
a special form of education. You will find in the wisdom literature case after

I Robert M. Hutchins, The Great Conversation, Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica,
Inc. 1952. p. 82.
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case of the philosopher addressing his remarks to the :Monarch, to the King,
to the Prince. l\1achiavelli's book comes, of course, immediately to mind but
there is also St. Thomas Aquinas' On The Governments of Rulers, among
others. The premise which underlay the writing of these books was a
completely valid one for, to be sure, the responsibility of ruling does carry
with it the obligation to be educated for that function. But what has
happened since the French Revolution and the great democratic movements all
over the world is that each citizen has become a ruler and thus must be

educated as once was only the prince. If you are to be able to fulfill your
obligations as citizens, then this liberal education with its emphasis on the
ability to reason, to make judgments, to make wise decisions about complex
social, pol itical and economic matters is essential to the proper performance
of your function. And, as the world becomes more and more complex, as
national boundaries become of less significance in identifying the boundaries
of the problems which confront us, this kind of education becomes more
important to the welfare of our society.

Having then, I hope, emphasized to you the diligence with which you
should pursue that part of your study which we usually designate as liberal,
or general, I would say a word to you about that special education which you
will undertake here to prepare you for a vocation, a profession, a calling.
Even here I would beg you not to interpret what you are going to need too
narrowly. It becomes increasingly evident with the years that colleges and
universities, in educating for the various pursuits of life, have sometimes been
guilty of interpreting the kind of education desired too narrowly, too specifi
cally, and thus there has been built into the education of many of our adults
of the present time an almost inevitable absolescence. The times are not so
much out of joint as they are so rapidly changing so that the person inflexibly
educated for his profession soon is out of phase. Concentrate then, if you will,
not so much on the applications of disciplines but rather on a thorough under
standing of their basic principles. For if you learn a specific technique or
application which may be the best that is known as of this date, almost certain
ly ten or fifteen years hence this particular application will be completely
useless. And if you are unable to adjust to new and changing conditions, then
your contribution to your profession will be meager indeed.

Finally, I would hope that you would learn here a respect for learning
not as a means to an end but rather as a valuable and exciting activity in
and of itself, an enterprise which must continue until the day you die. At
the most, in four years here, you can begin to get some of the means of
approaching problems - personal, social and professional - but you must also
understand that, unless the learning process continues the rest of your life,
you will soon find yourself not possessed of that kind of intellectual alertness
so essential not only to utility but more importantly to the happy and
the good life.

Let me conclude by quoting Whitehead on the nature of a university.

" ... A well-planned University course is a study of the wide sweep
of generality. I do not mean that it should be abstract in the sense of divorce
from concrete fact, but that concrete fact should be studied as illustrating
the scope of general idea.
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* * * * * *
" The function of a University is to enable you to shed details in

favour of principles. When I speak of principles I am hardly even thinking
of verbal formulations. A principle which has thoroughly soaked into you is
rather a mental habit than a formal statement. It becomes the way the mind
reacts to the appropriate stimulus in the form of illustrative circumstances.
Nobody goes about with his knowledge clearly and consciously before him.
Mental cultivation is nothing else than the satisfactory way in which the
mind will function when it is poked up into activity. Learning is often spoken
of as if we are watching the open pages of all the books which we have ever
read, and then, when occasion arises, we select the right page to read aloud
to the universe.

"Luckily the truth is far otherwise from this crude idea; and for this
reason the antagonism between the claims of pure knowledge and professional
acquirement should be much less acute than a faulty view of education would
lead us to anticipate. I can put my point otherwise by saying that the ideal
of a University is not so much knowledge as power. Its business is to convert
the knowledge of a boy into the power of a man." 2

- Chancellor Varner

In the beginning, we said that today we are WrItIng the closing lines
to Chapter I and the opening lines of Chapter II in this adventure. You have
met the key people in the formulation of the concept; you know of the plans
and the projections - the dreams and aspirations.

This is the end of Chapter 1.
I t is closed.

Now we begin again - not in the planning, but in the execution of the
plan - not in the dreaming, but in the reality of a new university. In the
background are all the characters you have met today and others. But moving
to the front and center is a new cast - you, the students; the faculty and
the staff; and the administration. The stage is ours - the real task now
begins. The careful planning shall have been but an exercise unless we are
effective in its execution.

In the newscast, I have complete confidence. The student body is an
extremely good one - able, serious minded, aware of the purposes for which
"Ye are established. The faculty is one of the most exciting faculties in Ameri
ca. Young, enthusiastic, well educated - and each with a sense of mission
about this particular undertaking.

I state the case as simply as I know how - we are ready.

From this convocation, we turn to the serious business at hand. For the
first of what shall likely become a tradition of our own - the address to the
freshmen - I introduce to you the gentleman whose primary responsibility is
the academic leadership of this university, the Dean of the Faculty, Dr. Robert
Hoopes.

2 Alfred North Whitehead, The Aims of Education, A Mentor Book, 1949, pp. 38-39.
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ADDRESS TO THE FRESHMEN

By DEAN ROBERT HOOPES

MSUO

FIRST ANNUAL CONVOCATION

September 17, 1959

President Hannah, Chancellor Varner, President Hamilton, members
of the Board of Trustees, members of the ~ISUO Foundation, members of
the faculty, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen of the freshman class:
To some of you I offer for public record my stated gratitude for the privilege
of helping taxi a new educational aircraft out of its hangar, a hangar
and a housing that somehow got built simultaneously with the airplane, thanks
to the concentrated thought and dedication of spirit represented by a number
of people sitting with us here today. We are about to see whether the craft
will take off, whether the plane will fly. It will.

To others of you, namely the freshmen, I may offer additional words 
so far as a new dean can formulate for the first time in his experience the
combinatio,ns of words he thinks might usefully be said to students entering
college. So far as the members of this, the charter class, are concerned, each
or most of you must be struggling with certain questions. What is life? What
is success? \Vhat is happiness? vVhat is good? What am I? What do I
want? Where am I going? Those questions you must ask, somehow, some
time; and the answers you discover will determine largely what you will
become and what you will go on to find. Primarily, you are in college to
seek answers to those questions, and the first thing you will discover is that
there are no pat answers. If anyone tells you there are, he's a fool. And yet
you must ask the questions that need to be asked. You will receive guidance
from countless great historical voices that have asked the same questions, and,
it will probably seem to you, come up with as many different answers as there
have been voices. Out of the welter and confusion you will - hopefully 
begin to develop a receptiveness to new ideas, freedom from prejudice and
emotional bias, the habit of insisting upon verification and demonstration of
everything presented as truth, an ability to distinguish between appearance
and reality, a refusal to accept authority or tradition as final, and a permanent
skepticism of all those fads, propagandas, and panaceas that may be called
the patent medicines of the mind.

Start right in with the people and environment around you. If you find
that you're not really interested in ideas, that thinking is a dull and wearisome
business, that study of all kinds is painfully onerous, the probabilities are that
you don't belong in college at all. Perhaps mechanics fascinate you. Then
leave college and go to a trade school where you can get the training you need.

It is a d~stinction to be a good mechanic, while it may be a disgrace to be a
poor engineer.

Decide for yourself whether you've come to the right place. Don't be
fooled by your instructors - but judge them by honest standards. The
average undergraduate expects a faculty member to be as wise as Socrates,
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as eloquent as Daniel Webster, as witty as Oscar Wilde and as entertaining
as Robert Benchley. You are no judge of his wisdom unless he is clearly an
ignoramus, and you have no right to demand wit, oratory, or mellowness.
N either do you have the right to expect entertainment for the sake of
entertainment. Enthusiasm for his subject and a genuine desire to help you
learn, however; these you have every right to expect. Any student - bright,
average, or dull - can detect these qualities quickly enough. If you do not
find them, you are being cheated. But don't make the adolescent mistake of
equating a professor's ability with his stock of gags.

The fiction exists in many quarters these days - and many of you are, I
suspect, its innocent victims - that all work can be made easy, that by looking
at certain difficult and uncomfortable tasks in a certain way we can make
them attractive and light. I once saw a first-year high school text entitled
HAVING FUN WITH LATIN: I've always wondered whether the
second-year text was called HAVING MORE FUN WITH LATIN. The
view is a fraud, and not even a pious one. In psychology it is called illusion,
or fantasy, or hallucination. We may call it willful self-deception and let it
go at that. It ignores the plain truth that the greatest kind of satisfaction a
human being can experience is the kind which results from facing a difficult
task, admitting its difficulty, wading in, and triumphing over it. There is
no point in smuggling in education under the guise of play. Sooner or later
we shall have to learn that all learning is not entertaining, that everything
we shall have to do in life, for our own or for another's good, will not be
pleasurable - except in terms of results, and not always then.

Having said all this, I am bound nevertheless to observe that, as usual,
in the paradox lies the truth. Rightly considered, your studies will prove to
be the richest, the most stimulating, the most delightful part of college life.
And what is it, you must now be wondering, that we shall invite, urge, cajole,
or otherwise demand you to study? We shall ask you to study your own
language, to practice its written utterance with the exactness and intensity
that you would practice toward mastery of any fine art. And we shall ask
you to practice this in every course you take, not only in something the
catalogue calls "Freshman English". By organizing and giving lucid, coherent,
and graceful expression to your knowledge, you will prove to yourself that you
have power over it - in effect that you know what you think you know.
There may be other ways of proving to oneself; I simply don't know of any.

We shall ask you not to sample but to master a second language, not out
of any Know-your-enemy approach to education and not because we believe
that it will have utilitarian value should you eventually enter into politics or
international affairs, but because knowledge of a foreign language is an in
dispensable preliminary, as such, to any release from mental and cultural
provincialism. It is a demonstrated fact that the knowledge of a foreign
language improves anyone's command over his own language and thereby of
all subjects, since language is their natural vehicle of instruction. But beyond
that pragmatic sanction we are concerned that you become educated citizens
of the world, and not remain mere residents of a locality, that you do not
leave college with the quaint notion that God and the holy angels speak only
English.
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To that modest peroration I must add a feeble footnote, one that ma)
seem and in fact does contradict what I have just said; namely, for purposes of
formal course instruction and satisfaction of graduation requirements, we
shall permit you to choose between a foreign language and the study of
mathematics. This represents, I cheerfully admit, a tactical curricular com
promise at best - one that permits science and engineering majors to get on
with their business faster and to complete it sooner than would be possible if
they were compelled to log foreign language tickets along with the rest of the
students. Frankly I have an imperfect sympathy with the educational or philo
sophic sense of the option. It is one that I hope will in time dissolve itself as
American educators gradually grow up and see to it that all students com
mence their study of a second language at the only sensible starting point;
namely, kindergarten, and that they stay at it continuously through the
next twelve grades. When that day arrives - and it is a perfectly realistic
and realizable one - we shall not have to bother in the college with uneasy
truces and compromises that violate the nature of liberal education. For the
moment the only partial justification I can offer to you is that each discipline
- language and mathematics - represents one of the two fundamental ways
whereby man has taught himself to think symbolically, and to that extent
they are alike. Granting you the right to choose between them amounts, by
this view, to a recognition that the contribution of each to the develop
ment of the mind differs in degree but not in kind.

Some of you, I dare say, are uttering silent sighs of relief that you will
not have to study the calculus, others that you will not have to master
the subjunctive in French. And yet I would apologize to all of you; any fool
knows that if we are to call ourselves educated, we should all st\ldy both. And
I hasten to add that the privilege of choosing between them does not mean that
you are not free to study both.

We shall ask you to study history, which has been defined in a paraphrase
of a famous Latin sentence: "History is the memory of man. Without a
knowledge of it, we would be lost, just as a man would be with amnesia 
without his memory." If education concerns itself exclusively with what have
been called the felt needs of young people, with preparation for democratic
living, with adjustments to the society in which they find themselves, educa
tion will simply prevent them from growing up. The person who knows only
his own age - and I intend the pun - remains forever a child. The question
may be asked, How shall we decide where we are to go unless we possess know
ledge of where Man - and I do not mean only Western l\1an - started,
where he has been, what prices he has had to pay for certain choices he has
made, as against others he could have made? How can we know how far we
have come unless we discover where and what we have been?

To knowledge.of man in and through time we shall further ask you to
acquire knowledge of man and the world through measurement, namely
through study of the natural and physical sciences. All men - and not only
scientists - are now destined to live under the shadow of the suspended
cobalt bomb and within range', for all we know, of falling moons. I shall not,
therefore, carry coals to T ewcastle in elaborate justification of this require
ment except to say that like the science graduate who is insensitive to the
kinds of meanings yielded by art and philosophy, the arts graduate who has
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not been adequately subjected to the hard precision and objectivity of scientific
methodology leaves the university ill-equipped to live effectively in modern
society. It is our hope, in other words, that you will secure reasonable full
and firm working grasp of the experimental, self-corrective, and genuinely
progressive natu re of all scientific knowledge. It is our additional hope that
you may develop some critical and historical understanding of science, a
critical appreciation of both its power and its limitations.

Finally we shall ask you to study the humanities and the arts, by which
I mean philosophy, literature, painting and music. We shall do this in part
because we are as much concerned for the cultivation of your sensitivity,
imagination, and taste as we are for the development of your abilities to solve
analytical and empirical problems. Courses in the humanities will serve to
remind you, among other things, that the accumulation of facts and the
methods of scientific investigation, impressive as their achievements have been,
are not the only ways of apprehending and investing experience with meaning,
nor are they the sole and final tests of human action. It is well to remember
that the kinds of problems generated by scientific and technological advance
are not themselves scientific and technological problems; they are human and
social problems, and therefore not inherently susceptible of scientific and
technological solution. And if we are facing the problem of having to colonize
planets in outer space, we had b~tter have not only a notion of, but rich and
varied feeling for, the culture we endeavor to transplant. As Howard
Mumford Jones has said, "All our studies of decision-making come back in
the end to this: somebody has to decide, whether he live in the White House
or anywhere else. But decisions are the products of imaginative projections
into points of view of other men and women; they are imaginative calculations
of future events. They are good decisions only in proportion as they come
from a decider whose life has been enhanced by an experience of what
the best and happiest minds can tell him." To give the name "humanities"
to history, philosophy, literature, art, and music is thus to call these things by
thei r right name: the common and necessary property of all men.

In drawing to a close, which I now promise mercifully to do, let me
remind you of Abraham Lincoln, whose entire formal schooling came to less
than a year. Listen to what he tells us:

"My father at the death of his father was but six years of age and he
grew up literally without education. He removed from Kentucky to
what is now Spencer County, Indiana, in my 8th J'ear. We reached
our new home about the time the state came into the Union. It was

a wild region, with many bears and other wild animals still in the
woods. There I grew up. There were some schools so-called, but
no qualification was ever required of a teacher beyond reading,
writing, and ciphering to the rule of three, but that was all. I have
not been to school since. The little advance I now have upon this
store of education I have picked up from time to time under the
pressure of necessity."

What did Lincoln "pick up" under the pressure of necessity? He picked
up Gibbon's HISTORY OF THE DECLINE Al\D FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE, Shakespeare, the Bible, Bunyan's PILGRIM'S
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PROGRESS, Aesop's FABLES, and when he became a Congressman he
mastered Euclid. No teacher told him to study elementary grammar, or
worried about how to motivate him; and yet few men have been so liberally
educated, in the traditional and noble sense of that phrase, as was he. Literally
"liberal education" means "the arts appropriate to a free man". In ancient
times these were seven: grammar, rhetoric, logic, music, arithmetic, geometry,
and astronomy. Today a liberal education includes what we now call the arts
and sciences. And their purpose, I submit, is not to stuff, but to discipline, the
mind. Neither is their purpose that of training you for specific jobs as
mechanics or business men. This can be done in training centers more efficient
ly, and if that is all we want, we might as well abolish colleges as places of
education. But we don't want to abolish them, and our reluctance is a con
fession of our belief that there is a powerful something in the liberal arts that
adds education to training, and without in the least lowering the efficiency of
training itself. That powerful something I choose to call the liberal arts or
liberal education generally. Its purpose is to season the timber before it is
built into the ship, to prepare the apprentice before he becomes apprenticed,
to give the engineer a humane conception of the society he is supposed to be
serving with his technological devices and practices, to give the lawyer histori
cal and philosophical breadth - to give all of these enlightenment, taste,
virtue, and imrrgination. All of these are subtle qualities, hard to isolate in a
laboratory, impossible to get at in a questionnaire, but they are indispensable
to the life of civilized man.

I should like to conclude on an inspiring note; but, as I have remarked on
another occasion, that requires quotation from somebody else. The following
paragraph is from John Stuart Mill. It occurs in his 1867 Inaugural Address
to the students in St. Andrew's University, to which he had just been elected
rector:

"Men are men before they are lawyers, or physicians, or merchants,
or manufacturers; and if you make them ca.lJable and sensible men,
they will make themselves capa'ble and sensible lawyers 'Vr physicians.
What professional men should carry away with them from an Uni
versity, is not professional knowled.qe, but that which should direct
the use of their professional knowled,qe, and bring the light of
general wlture to illuminate the technicalities of a special pursuit."

- Chancellor Varner

To our guests, we are grateful for your assistance in the past, for your
attendance here today, but particularly for the role that you shall play in the
future.

To the students, we wish you well. This is the beginning of the period
of your life which should be the most satisfying, the most productive, and the
most rewarding. To this end, we in the faculty and the administration of
Michigan State University Oakland dedicate our full resources and our full
energies.

Will you please rise for the benediction to be given by Reverend Robert
F. Hermanson, Pastor, University Presbyterian Church, Rochester, and re
main standing for the recessional.
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